AGENDA ITEM E-2

Community Development
STAFF REPORT
City Council
Meeting Date:
Staff Report Number:

2/13/2017
18-038-CC

Study Session:

Guild Theatre site

Recommendation
Staff is seeking City Council input on the potential redevelopment of the Guild Theatre site as a live
entertainment venue at 949 El Camino Real.

Policy Issues
The proposed reuse of the Guild Theatre, by a private non-profit developer, will require an amendment to
the El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan and additional analysis would be required for traffic, parking,
and historic assessment.

Background
In June 2012, the City Council unanimously approved the El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan and
related actions, following a unanimous recommendation for approval from the Planning Commission. The
Specific Plan contains extensive standards, guidelines, and illustrations for development. Full information on
the Specific Plan is available on the City’s web site at: menlopark.org/specificplan.
The Guild Theatre site is located within the El Camino Real Mixed-Use Residential District (ECR SouthWest). The district encourages residential uses in close proximity to the train station area while also
allowing for a variety of commercial uses and permits building heights ranging typically from 2-4 stories, with
some building heights only permitted through the provision of public benefits. Uses permitted by right
include cinemas, full/limited service restaurants, hotels, general personal services, general retail sales and
food and beverage sales. Conditional uses permitted only through Planning Commission review include
small-scale commercial recreation, bars/lounges, restricted personal services and liquor stores. Finally,
uses permitted administratively with the approval of the Community Development Director include
restaurants with alcohol and/or outdoor seating and restaurants with live entertainment.

Analysis
Proposed Project
The Applicant (The Peninsula Arts Guild ‘P.A.G.’) is proposing to renovate the existing Guild Theatre
cinema facility into a live entertainment venue. Through the construction and addition of a finished
basement and a new second floor, the building floor area would increase from 4,800 sq. ft. to 10,997 sq. ft.
A facility of this size (2.46 FAR) is not presently permitted in this zoning district and would be one of the
amendments required to permit its construction. The proposed FAR is above both the base and bonus level
FARs presently permitted in the district.
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As described by the Applicant, the first floor would contain a lobby, a main viewing and seating area, bar,
stage and restrooms. The basement would be utilized primarily as performer gathering and dressing room
space as well as storage and mechanical rooms. The facility’s second floor would also provide viewing
areas, a small bar, office and a vestibule.
The facility is proposed to typically only be operated for 1-3 events per week, usually on weekend (Fri., Sat.
and Sun.) evenings with live performances lasting within a 7pm-11pm window and for a typical event length
of two hours. Under the current proposal the venue would be primarily for musical acts. The venue would
employ approximately 20 people in a mix of full-time and contractor positions. The facility would include the
on-site sale of alcohol.
As a public benefit, the Applicant is proposing the facility be available for community uses that may include
the following: City special events (ex: Wine Walk, Concert Series), movie showings and festivals, local
school events such as plays and concerts, Kepler’s author talks and events, as well as local church events.
The Applicant has not determined the proposed number of community events per year and seeks City
Council input as to an appropriate number of events and the City approval process for such events.
Traffic and Parking
P.A.G. notes the reuse of the site would increase the intensity of the use given the larger capacity of the
proposed facility and the limited use of the current theatre which is often not at capacity, but also maintains
there would likely be no significant parking or traffic impacts. The proposed capacity ranges from 150-200
(cinema/seated events) to 500 for live music events. The existing theatre has a capacity of 266. Given that
the large majority of events, estimated at up to 150 annually, would take place on weekend evenings the
impact on local traffic should be minimized.
As for patron parking, the Applicant asserts the present use provides no on-site parking and that given the
primarily weekend evening use of a new theatre, that there is ample parking available in public parking
areas near the site. The site is also walking distance to the Caltrain station (train passes are proposed to
encourage transit use) and the applicant plans to promote the use of ride share options to further limit
private vehicle transportation options.
City staff continues to work with the Applicant to investigate if off-site and/or shared parking is needed to
provide additional options and has also requested a traffic and parking impact study from the Applicant that
will be reviewed prior to Planning Commission and City Council entitlement review. Additional transportation
review items include: potential crosswalk and bike lane improvements near the site and how that may
impact pedestrian access, pick-up and drop-off procedures, information on how loading and unloading
operations could impact access from El Camino Real, and the potential storage of performer tour buses.
Specific Plan
The Specific Plan would need to be amended as follows to permit the construction of the proposed venue:
• FAR: The proposed FAR of 2.46 would exceed the permitted FAR of 1.50 (with public benefit bonus) in
the ECR South-West District. Staff will likely be proposing a Specific Plan-wide FAR bonus for live
entertainment facilities across the Specific Plan area. The proposed FAR increase would likely include a
public benefit requirement that would include specific and enforceable community benefits such as a
certain number of community events be held each year on the property.
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• Use Definition: There is no existing land use classification that matches the proposed live entertainment
use. While similar uses such as small-scale commercial recreation and bars/lounges cover aspects of
the use, staff will develop a specific use definition to better align with the operations of this facility.
• Setbacks/Façade Heights: As building and site plans are finalized, additional modifications to setback
and building façade height restrictions may be required. The Specific Plan also contains numerous
development standards and guidelines that will need to be reviewed in order to ensure compliance
and/or modifications. The project will require architectural control review.
Additional project considerations include:
• Construction: Verification in the near-term that the facility can be remodeled and expanded while still
retaining the existing façade (The Applicant is still reviewing the feasibility of retaining the façade and
existing signage). A construction staging plan will also need to be defined given the constrained nature of
the site as well as more details on noise insulation.
• Aesthetics/Design: In addition to the previously noted Specific Plan Standards and Guidelines, the
applicant will need to confirm the building is not historic in nature and if it is determined to meet historic
criteria, provide an assessment by a third-party consultant prior to architectural control review. Given the
prominence of the existing signage and marquee, further discussions are needed to either ensure its
incorporation into the new venue or a review of new signage elements.
• CEQA: Confirmation that the project will qualify under a Class 1 exemption as a less than 10,000 net
new sq. ft. expansion. If the project does not qualify for the exemption, staff will assess any additional
environmental review that may be required.
Project Timeline
As noted at the February 6, 2018 City Council meeting approving the 2018 City Council Work Plan, the
following milestones are targeted:
• February - May 2018: Staff will retain a consultant to assist staff in the Specific Plan revisions as
previously identified. A work plan, budget and project timeline will be developed by the end of February.
June
2018 – Planning Commission review and recommendation of the proposed project and plan
•
revisions.
• July 2018 – City Council review of the proposed project and plan revisions.
Additionally, the applicant has noted they are under contract to purchase the property from the current
owner, with the contract set to expire in July 2018. They also have other site options in the Bay Area that
could be pursued should the City not approve this project. Finally, the City will work with the applicant to
determine a community outreach process to gather further public and neighborhood input on the proposed
development.
Study Session Questions
• Is the City Council supportive of the renovation of the facility into a live entertainment performance
venue?
• Support for increased FAR limits for entertainment-related uses across the plan area?
• What potential changes to other development standards (setbacks, building height) that would be
specific to entertainment uses?
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• Off-site parking requirements for the facility? General location of those parking areas?
• Regarding the community’s use of the facility, what is an estimated number of weekly or annual events
that could be allowed and what is the City’s process to review those requests?
• Are there operational elements of the proposed use that require further discussion?
How important is the retention of the existing façade and signage?

Impact on City Resources
Additional costs will be incurred for the use of consultant services, with those costs determined shortly after
this study session. Staff costs are expected to be within the current operating budget. There could be an
impact to the project timelines for other development projects as staff resources are reallocated to this Work
Plan priority item.
Environmental Review
Assessment of the potential for environmental impacts will be done as a part of the project review. Given
what is currently known about the scale and scope of the project, the project may qualify for an exemption
under the CEQA Guidelines.

Public Notice
Public Notification was achieved by posting the agenda, with the agenda items being listed, at least 72
hours prior to the meeting.

Attachments
A. Applicant project description letter
B. Proposed floor plans
Report prepared by:
Mark Muenzer, Assistant Community Development Director
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ATTACHMENT A
Guild Theatre
Project Description
I.

Introduction

The Peninsula Arts Guild (P.A.G.) is a nonprofit that was established by a small
group of local business leaders to develop a first class, small-scale entertainment
venue on the Peninsula. P.A.G. believes that Peninsula residents should not
have to travel to San Francisco, Oakland, or San Jose to experience incredible
music or cultural events. P.A.G. is reviewing a number of potential sites in the
region, and is currently focused on the Guild as its first choice due to its
accessibility and proximity to regional transit and local amenities.
P.A.G. is committed to providing the community with a unique venue that could
serve as a catalyst to continued economic and cultural growth. P.A.G. envisions
a vibrant future for the Guild as a local cultural and entertainment destination,
with improved live entertainment options in an intimate setting. The proposed
project would be consistent with the existing use, and would complement the
existing retail and restaurant uses in the Downtown area.
II.

Project Overview

The proposed project would revitalize the existing cinema through
comprehensive structural and tenant improvements that are necessary for live
entertainment venues. This includes construction of a basement and second
floor/mezzanine area. The proposed project would increase the floor area on the
approximately 4,800 square foot site to approximately 11,000 square feet.
The first floor would contain an entry lobby, main viewing or seating area, bar,
stage, box office, and restrooms. The basement would be reserved for the green
room and dressing rooms, as well as storage and mechanical rooms. The green
room is an essential element of the project, for in order to attract top talent, a
venue must provide an upscale green room for the performers to enjoy prior to
and after the performance. The basement storage is also essential, as it provides
space for materials that would allow the venue to accommodate a variety of
performance types. The second floor would provide additional viewing areas, a
small bar, office, and a vestibule.
A.

Primary Use

The proposed project is primarily a multi-purpose entertainment venue for live
events (concerts, speakers, comedians, etc.) and movies, including the on-site
sale of alcohol. One to three movie or music events would take place per week.
On a typical week, there would only be one or two events.
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B.

Accessory Use

As a public benefit, the proposed project would be available for community
events on an as-needed basis. Below are examples of possible community
events that could utilize the venue:






Kepler’s Books author talks and events
City-sanctioned special events (e.g., Wine Walk, Summer Concert Series)
Movie Series & Festivals
School events (plays, concerts, etc.)
Church events

It is anticipated that all community events would be allowed only through a
separate special event process to be developed in conjunction with the City.
C.

Hours of Operation

The proposed project would only open for scheduled events. On a typical week,
events would take place Friday, Saturday, and/or Sunday, with the occasional
weeknight show. Doors would open around 7:00 p.m. or 8:00 p.m. for shows
starting at 8:00 p.m. or 9:00 p.m. respectively. Events would last approximately 2
hours.
D.

Staffing

The following is a list of employees that would be necessary for a typical music
event:










Facilities Manager (1)
Marketing Specialist (1)
Lighting Specialist (1)
Sound Specialist (1)
Bartenders (3-7)
Bar assistants (1-3)
Photographer (1)
Ticket vendors (1-2)
Security (3-6)

Fewer employees would be required for movie events. Employees would be a
mix of full-time and contractors.
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III.

Parking & Traffic

The proposed project would increase the intensity of the existing use on select
days; however, no significant parking or traffic impacts are anticipated. With
respect to parking, the property does not currently provide on-site parking, and
the proposed project would not provide any additional parking.
The proposed project benefits from a convenient, transit-oriented location (i.e., it
is within walking distance of Caltrain), and is adjacent to substantial existing
public parking facilities within the Downtown area. As most events would take
place in the evening on weekends, or after rush hour on a weekday, there should
be little competing demand for existing parking resources as a number of retail
and office businesses would be closed for the day. Accordingly, for those patrons
who would not walk or take public transportation to the venue, the parking
demand would be satisfied by the ample existing street parking or the public
parking lots.
Traffic impacts would similarly be insignificant. The existing cinema has a
capacity of 266, and offers three to five shows a day, seven days a week. The
proposed project would have a larger capacity of some 500 occupants for live
events and some 150 - 200 occupants for seated events (e.g., movies), but
would provide fewer events during the weekday when traffic is more pronounced.
When compared with the existing use, the proposed project would result in fewer
events that could impact traffic. In addition, a significant number of patrons would
frequent the retail and restaurant establishments and walk to the venue, resulting
in trip reductions due to trip capture. Further, the proposed project would
maintain a robust Traffic Demand Management program to encourage patrons to
reduce trips, such as by providing Caltrain passes or ride-sharing promotions.
Should the City require additional parking, we will work with the City to determine
alternative options.
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ATTACHMENT A

LOADING
ZONE
ACCESS / EGRESS PASSAGEWAY
TRASH / RECYCLING
ENCLOSURE

LOAD-IN

UP
WOMEN'S
RESTROOM
160 SF

JANITOR
37 SF

BAR
270 SF

BAR
STORAGE
56 SF

DN
QUEUING
AREA

TYPICAL
TOUR BUS
& TRAILER

DEAD CASE
150 SF

EL CAMINO REAL

DN
13'-9"

DN
12'-0"

12'-0"

STAGE
500 SF

LOBBY
400 SF

UP

31'-6"

MAIN FLOOR
1550 SF

25'-0"

OFFICE /
STORAGE
52 SF

MEN'S
RESTROOM
135 SF

DN
20'-0"
MIX
ELEVATOR

BOX OFFICE
58 SF

MONITOR MIX
DN

DN

DEAD CASE
125 SF

APPROXIMATE GSF: 4200
FOR AREA INFORMATION, SEE
SECOND FLOOR PLAN

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

949 EL CAMINO REAL

FLOOR PLANS - OPTION 2
FEBRUARY 5, 2018

N
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APPROXIMATE SITE AREA:
(E) BUILDING AREA:

PROPOSED AREA:
FIRST FLOOR:
SECOND FLOOR:
BASEMENT:
TOTAL:

4845 SF
4200 SF

WOMEN'S
RESTROOM
160 SF

JANITOR
33 SF

BAR
75 SF

QUEUING
AREA
DN

4200 SF
2710 SF
3830 SF
10,997 SF

OFFICE
136 SF
BAR
STORAGE
62 SF

MEN'S
RESTROOM
135 SF

VESTIBULE
215 SF

BALCONY
1060 SF

OPEN TO LOBBY BELOW
OPEN TO FLOOR BELOW

DN
10'-2"

STAGE BELOW

3'-3"

ELEVATOR

APPROXIMATE GSF: 2710

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

949 EL CAMINO REAL

FLOOR PLANS - OPTION 2
FEBRUARY 5, 2018

N
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UP

DATA
66 SF
DRESSING ROOM
220 SF

RESTROOM
90 SF

STORAGE
445 SF

ELECTRICAL
66 SF

DIMMER / AUDIO
66 SF

RESTROOM /
SHOWER
117 SF

RESTROOM /
SHOWER
117 SF

GREEN ROOM
635 SF

UP
MECHANICAL ROOM
255 SF
ELEVATOR

ELEVATOR
MACHINE ROOM
72 SF

DRESSING ROOM
220 SF

APPROXIMATE GSF: 3830

BASEMENT PLAN
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

949 EL CAMINO REAL

FLOOR PLANS - OPTION 2
FEBRUARY 5, 2018

N
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GUILD THEATER
949 EL CAMINO REAL

949 EL CAMINO REAL

SCALE: 1" = 30'-0"

AERIAL PLAN
FEBRUARY 5, 2018

N
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ARKING LOT

28'-0"

°

45

1'-6"

25'-0"

13'-0"

11'-4"

19'-0"

12'-0"

G
U
I
L
D

EL CAMINO REAL

PARKING LOT

SECTION: MUSIC VENUE
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

949 EL CAMINO REAL

BUILDING SECTION - OPTION 2
FEBRUARY 5, 2018
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G
U
I
L
D

EL CAMINO REAL

PARKING LOT

SECTION: MOVIE THEATRE
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

949 EL CAMINO REAL

BUILDING SECTION - OPTION 2
FEBRUARY 5, 2018
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